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Abstract
Residual strength results are presented for four composite material
systems that have been exposed for up to 10 years to the environment at
five different locations on the North American Continent. The exposure
locations are near where the Bell Model 206L helicopters, which participated
in a flight service program sponsored by NASA Langley Research Center
and the U.S. Army, were flying in daily commercial service. The composite
material systems are (1) Kevlar-_9 fabric/F-185 epoxy; (2) Kevlar-_9
fabric/LRF-277 epoxy; (3) Kevlar-_9 fabric/CE-306 epoxy; and (4) T-300
graphite/E-788 epoxy. Six replicates of each material were removed and
tested after 1, 3, 5, 7, and 10 years of exposure. The average baseline
strength was determined from testing six as-fabricated specimens. More
than 1700 specimens have been tested. All specimens that were tested to
determine their strength were painted with a polyurethane paint. Each set
of specimens also included an unpainted panel for observing the weathering
effects on the composite materials. A statistically based procedure has been
used to determine the strength value above which at least 90 percent of
the population is expected to fall with a 95-percent confidence level. The
computed compression strengths are 80 to 89 percent of the baseline (no-
exposure) strengths. The resulting compression strengths are approximately
8 percent below the population mean strengths. The computed short-beam-
shear strengths are 83 to 92 percent of the baseline (no-exposure) strengths.
The computed tension strength of all materials is 93 to 97 percent of the
baseline (no-exposure) strengths.
Introduction
Tile influence of moisture on the long-term
strength and stiffness of advanced composite mate-
rials and aircraft components made from these ma_
terials is an on-going concern of aircraft designers
and maimfacturers. As a result of moisture and
other operational concerns, NASA Langley Research
Center and the U.S. Army initiated flight and
ground-based environmental effects programs to as-
sess the performance of advanced composite mate-
rials and structures subjected to normal operating
environments. Primary and secondary structural
components have been in service on transport air-
craft since the early 1970's. The first major hell-
copter flight service program, initiated in 1978, in-
cluded tim installation of three Kevlar-49t/epoxy
components and one graphite/epoxy component on
the Bell Model 206L helicopter. These components
were Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) ccrti-
fled and flown in commercial service. Because most
helicopters spend a considerable portion of their ser-
vice life on or near the ground, a series of coupon
tests were performed to assess the long-term effects
1Kevlar-49 is a registered trademark of E. I. du Pont
de Ncmours & Co., Inc.
of ground-based environments on the composite ma-
terials used on the Bell Model 206L components.
The locations selected for the ground-based speci-
men exposure sites are m the general areas where the
coinposite components are being flown in service.
This paper presents a summary of residual
strength test results of all specimens that have been
exposed for up to 10 years. Detailed test results for
specimens that have been exposed for 7 and 10 years
are included in the appendix. Detailed results for
specimens exposed for the first, 5 years of the 10-year
program are presented in reference 1.
Exposure Specimens
Coupon specimens have been exposed at live lo-
cations on the North American Continent, as shown
in figure 1. The selected areas include a hot, humid,
salt-spray environment (Cameron, Louisiana, and an
offshore oil platform in the Gulf of Mexico), a cold
environment (Fort. Greely, Alaska); a cold, damp,
pollution-prone environment (Toronto, Canada); and
a mild, humid environment (Hampton, Virginia).
The selected locations are in the general are_ where
helicopters with the composite components are be-
ing flown in service. Each location contains one
rack, as shown in figure 2. The racks were installed
in 1980,andeachrackcontainsfive traysof speci-
mens.A tray of specimenscontains24eachof ten-
sion, short-beam-shear(SBS)and Illinois Institute
of TechnologyResearchInstitute (IITRI) compres-
sion specimensand four 2.0-in-widespecimensto
provideinformationonweatheringcharacteristicsof
eachmaterialsystem.Thetension,compression,and
SBSspecimenswerepaintedwith a polyurethane
paint (IMIRON2) that is usedon the flight ser-
vice helicopters. Specimengeometryis givenin
reference1.
The four compositematerial systemsin the
ground exposure program are as follows:(1) Kevlar-49 fabric (style 281)/F-1853epoxy
[O.f/45.f/O.f]s;(2).Kevlar-49 fabric (style 120)/
LRF-2774epoxy [Of/9Of/=t=45f].s;(3) Kevlar-49
fabric (style 281)/CE-3065epoxy [Of/90.f]s;and
(4)T-300graphited/E-7887epoxy[0/=k45/0]s.The
F-185andthe LRF-277are250°Fcureepoxysys-
tems.TheCE-306 is a 250°F cure epoxy system that
was cured at 200°F for 5 hr for this application. The
E-788 is a 350°F cure epoxy. Style 281 Kevlar-49
fabric, which is a plain weave fabric with 17 ends/in.
of 1140 denier yarn in each direction, has a weight
of 5.0 oz/yd 2. Style 120 Kevlar-49 fabric, which is
a plain weave fabric with 34 ends/in, of 195 denier
yarn in each direction, has a weight of 1.8 oz/yd 2.
The specimens used for moisture determination
were cut from the tested tension specimens. A
0.5-in-long section was cut from the, undamaged area
of the tension specimens as soon as possible after
test completion. The paint was removed by sanding,
using caution not to remove an excessive amount of
the outer ply. Each specimen was weighed after the
paint was removed. A 0.5-in-long specimen was also
removed from the unpainted exposure specimens and
weighed prior to being used for moisture determina-
tion. All specimens were stored in sealed plastic bags
between different operations.
Test Methods
Each tray of specimens was in a sealed plas-
tic bag when it was received at NASA Langley
2IMIRON is a trademark of E. I. du Pont de Nemours &
Co., Inc.
3F-185 is manufactured by Hexed Corporation.
4LRF-277 is manufactured by Brunswick Corporation.
5CE-306 is manufactured by Ferro Corporation.
6T-300 is manufactured by Ammoco Performance
Products, Inc.
7E-788 is manufactured by U.S. Polymetric Company.
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Research Center. The trays remained in the sealed
bag until testing was initiated. All tests were per-
formed at room temperature on six replicates for
each specimen type. The tests were performed in
accordance with the following American Society for
Testing and Materials (ASTM) standards (ref. 2):
(1) Tension-D3039-(76); (2) SBS-D2344-(76); and
(3) Compression-D3410-(75) using the IITRI test
fixture.
The specimens used for moisture determination
were placed in a vacuum oven at 140°F. Each spec-
imen was weighed periodically to determine weight
loss as a function of drying time.
Data Analysis
Statistically based mechanical properties have
been defined for each of the materials used in
this environmental exposure program. A proce-
dure for determining statistically based mechani-
cal properties for composite materials is detailed in
MIL-HDBK-17-1C (ref. 3). The material used in the
exposure program will not meet all the requirements
of MIL-HDBK-17-1C because a minimum of five lots
of nmterial were required in the data sample, and ini-
tial material inspection requirements were added to
the handbook after this environxnental exposure pro-
gram was initiated. Although all the requirements
of MIL-HDBK-17-1C cannot be maintained, a final
mechanical property value can be determined. At
least 90 percent of the population of values is ex-
pected to exceed this final value with a 95-percent
confidence interval. This final value is normally con-
sidered the B-basis value. For this report, the B-basis
value will be called B-value because all the require-
ments in MIL-HDBK-17-1C for a B-basis value can-
not be fulfilled. A step-by-step method for selecting
the appropriate computational method is outlined in
MIL-HDBK-17-1C, and this method contains proce-
dures that evaluate several different statistical mod-
els and determines which model, if any, adequately
describes the data. The procedures include meth-
ods for detecting outliers, testing the compatibility
of several batches of data, and investigating the form
of the underlying population from which a sample is
drawn.
A flowchart of the statistical procedure used in
the present report is shown in figure 3, and a step-
by-step statistical procedure for data analysis is as
follows:
1. The sample data should be visually inspected
for observations that are suspected of being
outliers. Each sample is analyzed to deter-
mine potential outliers using the maximum
"normed" residual outlier test. The computed
statisticis comparedwith the criticalstatis-
tic for the samplesizeat a 0.05significance
level.If thecomputedstatisticisgreaterthan
the critical value,the data are reviewedfor
possible rrors;otherwise,goto thenextstep.
2. The k-sample Anderson-Darling test is used
to test the hypothesis that the mechanical
property data from different samples are in-
dependent random samples of the same pop-
ulation. The calculated test statistic is com-
pared with the critical value for the sample
size at a 0.05 significance level. If the test
statistic is less than the critical value, the sam-
ples should be treated as a single population,
and the pooled data should be checked for out-
liers (step 4). If the calculated test statistic is
equal to or greater than the critical value, it is
concluded that the samples are not identically
distributed, and the equality-of-variance test
(step 3) should be performed.
3. Tile equality-of-variance test is used to test
tile hypothesis that the variances of the pop-
ulations from which two or more independent
random samples were taken are equal. The
computed statistic is compared with the
0.95 quantile of a (hi-square distribution. If
the test does not reject the hypothesis that the
variances are equal, then the one-way analysis
of variance random effects method (ANOVA)
should be used to compute the B-value. If
the test is rejected, then a currently approved
method for computing tile B-value allowables
does not exist. If this ()(:curs, the sources of
variability shouhl be investigated.
4. The pooled data shoukt also be visually in-
spected for observations suspected of being
outliers. The pooled data are analyzed with
the statistical outlier procedure (step 1) using
a significance level of 0.05 to identify potential
outliers. If tile test indicates that outliers may
exist, tile data should be checked for possible
errors; otherwise, go to the next step.
5. The pooled data are analyzed to determine
the best fit to several statistical distributions.
These tests yieht an observed significance level
(OSL) for each of the distributions. The
OSL measures tile probability of observing an
Anderson-Darling statistic as extreme as the
value that is calculated by assuming that the
given distribution is tile correct one. The test
is applied sequentially to the two-parameter
Weibull, normal, and lognormal distributions.
If the OSL is greater than 0.05, the distri-
bution tested should be used to compute the
B-vahm. If none of the OSL tests exceeds 0.05,
a nonparametric procedure is used to compute
the B-vahm.
The first assumption for determining the statis-
tically based strength is to assunle that tile popu-
lation of data includes tile baseline data and all tile
exposure data for each material system. Each sample
of the population is considered to be the data from
one exposure site at. one exposure time. This ap-
proach will give a population of 120 data points from
20 samples.
Results and Discussion
The exposure racks at Hampton, Virginia,
Toronto, Canada, and Ft. Greely, Alaska (fig. 1),
have been exposed to ground conditions for 10 years.
The exposure racks at Cameron, Louisiana, and on
the offshore oil platform in the Gulf of Mexico were
exposed for 3 years before being lost to hurricanes
in 1985. All data shown for 1 and 3 years of expo-
sure are from five exposure sites, and data for 5, 7,
and 10 years of exposure are from the three remaining
sites. The paint on the specimens inaintained its in-
tegrity for the duration of the program. The baseline
strengths for tile as-fabricated specimens are given in
reference 1.
Residual Compression Strength
Compression tests of the composite materials
were conducted using the IITRI specimen to deter-
mine the effect of exposure and exposure site on the
residual compression strength. The mean compres-
sion failure strength and the standard deviation for
each exposure time and exposure site are given in ta-
bles 1 through 4. The residual compression strength
as a function of the exposure time and the exposure
h)eation are presente(t in figures 4 through 7. The
residual strength shown in the figures is the ratio of
the mean failure stress to the mean baseline con>
pressive strength for tile material. Each figure also
shows tile scatter t)and in baseline strength for each
material.
Kevlar-_ 9//F-185. Residual compression strength
results for Kevlar-49/F-185 epoxy material are shown
in figure 4. The effects of exposure location (fig. 4) in-
dicate an 11-percent variation in strength after 1 year
of exposure, a 7-percent variation after 3 years of ex-
posure, and a 3-percent variation after l0 )'ears of ex-
posure. The material exposed at Ft. Greely, Alaska,
had the lowest strength for all exposure times. The
average strength for all exposure sites indicated a
3-percent loss for 1 year of exposure; this loss in-
creased to an 8-percent loss for 10 years of exposure.
Thestatisticalprocedurejust notedwasappliedto
all the data for Kevlar-49/F-185materialtestedin
compression.Nooutlierswereobservedin anyofthe
20samples.ThecomputedAnderson-Darlingstatis-
tic of 2.91exceededthecriticalvalueof 1.28;there-
fore,thesampledistributionsdiffersignificantly.The
computedtest statisticfor the equality-of-variance
test is 18.88,which is lessthan the critical value
of30.14.Thewithin-samplesvariancesarenotsignif-
icantforthe0.05significancel vel;thus,theANOVA
methodwasusedto computetheB-valueof 17.7ksi.
Thisvalueandthe minimum,maximum,andstan-
darddeviationvaluesfor thepopulationaregivenin
table5.
Kevlar-_ 9/LRF-277. Residual compression
strength results for the Kevlar-49/LRF-277 epoxy
material are shown in figure 5. These results indicate
a 6- to 17-percent reduction in strength after 1 year of
exposure, and they also show that approximately the
same strength loss was maintained for the remainder
of the exposure time. The effect of exposure site
location accounted for approximately a 10-percent
difference in the strength loss. After 7 years of ex-
posure, the material exposed at Hampton, Virginia,
had a maximum strength loss of 17 percent, while
the material exposed at Toronto, Canada, exhibited
a minimum strength loss of 8 percent. The statistical
procedure was applied to all the Kevlar-49/LRF-277
material tested in compression. No outliers were
observed in any of the 20 samples. The computed
Anderson-Darling statistic of 2.52 exceeded the crit-
ical value of 1.28; therefore, the sample distributions
differ significantly. The computed statistic for the
equality-of-variance test is 24.84, which is less than
the critical value. Because the within-samples vari-
ances are not significant for the 0.05 significance level,
the ANOVA method was used to compute the B-
value of 17.8 ksi. The B-value and the minimum,
maximum, and standard deviation values for the
population are given in table 5.
Kevlar-4 9/CE-306. Residual compression
strength results for Kevlar-49/CE-306 epoxy mate-
rial are shown in figure 6. These results indicate a
2-percent loss in average strength after 1 year of ex-
posure, and they show an increase to 4 percent after
10 years of exposure. The effect of exposure loca-
tion site was evident after 1 and 3 years of exposure
(with the strengths varying 11 percent each). The
statistical procedure was applied to all the material
tested in compression. One outlier was indicated in
a sample of data. This outlier is within the maxi-
mum, and minimum values of the total population.
The computed Anderson-Darling statistic of 1.56 ex-
ceeded the critical value of 1.28; therefore, the sam-
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pie distributions differ significantly. The computed
test statistic for the equality-of-variance test is 18.87,
which is less than the critical value of 30.14. Since the
within-samples variances are not significant for the
0.05 significance level, the ANOVA method was used
to compute the 16.3 ksi B-value. The B-value and the
minimum, maximum, and standard deviation values
for the population are given in table 5.
T-3OO/E- 788. Residual compression strength
results for the T-300 graphite/E-788 epoxy material
are shown in figure 7. The results do not indicate
any significant trends with exposure time. The aver-
age residual strength loss did not exceed 6 percent.
Specimens removed after 3 years of exposure indi-
cated a 10-percent variance caused by exposure loca-
tion, and the variance of specimens at other exposure
times ranged from 2 to 7 percent. The statistical
procedure was applied to all the material tested in
compression. Two outliers were indicated in two dif-
ferent samples. Further investigation indicated that
both outliers were within the minimum and maxi-
mum values of the total population. The computed
Anderson-Darling statistic of 1.57 exceeded the crit-
ical value of 1.28; therefore, the sample distributions
differ significantly. The computed test statistic for
the equality-of-variance test is 23.04, which is less
than the critical value of 30.14. Since the within-
samples variances are not significant for the 0.05 sig-
nificance level, the ANOVA method was used to
compute the 111.0 ksi B-value. The B-value and the
minimum, maximum, and standard deviation values
for the population are given in table 5.
The compression strengths of the exposed ma-
terials have been determined by a statistical pro-
cedure defined in MIL-HDBK-17-1C to determine
the B-value allowables of composite materials. The
resulting strengths, designated B-values, are 80
to 89 percent of the baseline (no-exposure) strengths.
The resulting strengths are approximately 8 percent
below the mean strengths.
Residual Short-Beam-Shear Strength
Short-beam-shear (SBS) tests of the composite
materials were conducted to determine the effects
of exposure and exposure site on the residual SBS
strength. The mean SBS strength and the stan-
dard deviation for each exposure time and exposure
site are given in tables 6 through 9. The resid-
ual SBS strength as a function of the exposure tinm
and the exposure location are presented in figures 8
through 11. The residual strength shown in the fig-
ures is the ratio of the mean failure stress to the mean
baseline SBS strength for the material type.
Kevlar-_9/F-185. Residual SBS strength re-
sults for Kevlar-49/F-185 epoxy material are shown
in figure 8. The effects of exposure location indicate
a 10-percent variation in strength at 1 and 5 years
of exposure, while the variability was 3 to 5 per-
cent for the other exposure times. The average loss
of strength after 10 years of exposure was 5 per-
cent. No signifcant trends were observed during
the exposure time. The statistical procedure just
noted was applied to all the data for Kevlar-49/F-185
material tested for SBS strength. Three outliers
were determined in three different samples. Two
of the outliers were within the data limits for the
population. The other outlier determined the min-
imum data value for the population, and it is ap-
proximately 0.4 ksi lower than tile next data value.
Review of the test data did not indicate a reason
for these data to be excluded from the population.
The computed Anderson-Darling statistic of 1.92 ex-
ceeded the critical value of 1.28; therefore, the sam-
pie distributions differ significantly. The computed
test statistic for the equality-of-variance test is 51.28,
which is greater than tile critical value of 3{}.14.
These data have failed the equality-of-variance test.
The within-samples variances are significant for the
0.05 significance level. Tile MIL-HDBK-17-1C cur-
rently does not have an approved method for com-
puting the B-value when the equality-of-variance test
fails. Passing the equality-of-variance test is one of
the assumptions required for the ANOVA method.
The MIL-HDBK-17-1C suggests that the ANOVA
method can often be applied successfldly when this
assumption is not inet. Using the ANOVA method,
the B-value computed is 5.40 ksi, and it and the min-
imum, maximum, and standard deviation values for
the population are shown in table 10. The computed
value of 5.40 ksi is acceptable at 92 percent of the
population mean.
Kevlar-49/LRF-277. Residual SBS strength
results for the Kevlar-49/LRF-277 epoxy material
are shown in figure 9 as a function of the expo-
sure time and the exposure location. The results
shown in figure 9 indicate a 3- to 16-percent reduc-
tion in strength during the first 7 years of expo-
sure. After 7 years of exposure, the material exposed
at Hampton, Virginia, had a maximum strength
loss of 16 percent. The average strength loss was
a maxinmm at 12 percent after 7 years of expo-
sure. Tile statistical procedure was applied to all
of the Kevlar-49/LRF-277 material tested for SBS
strength. One outlier was observed in one of the
20 samples. The outlier, which determined the mini-
mum data value for the population, is 0.18 ksi lower
than the next data value. Review of thc test data
did not indicate a reason for this outlier to be ex-
cluded for the population. The computed Anderson-
Darling statistic of 2.40 exceeded the critical value
of 1.28; therefore, the sample distributions differ sig-
nificantly. The computed statistic for the equality-of-
variance test is 17.96, which is less than the critical
value. Because the within-samples variances are not
significant for the 0.05 significance level, the ANOVA
method was used to compute the B-value of 3.21 ksi.
The B-value and the minimum, maximum, and stan-
dard deviation vahms for the population are given in
table 10.
Kevlar- 49/CE-306. Residual SBS strength re-
sults for Kevlar-49/CE-306 epoxy material are shown
in figure 10 as a flmction of tile exposure tiine and
tile exposure location. The specimens for 10 years
of exposure at Ft. Greely, Alaska, were not returne(t
with the tray of specimens and could not be located.
Therefore, this data set contains only' 19 samples and
114 specimens. The data indicate an ll-percent vari-
ation caused by exposure location for 1, 3, and 7 years
of exposure. No significant trends are evident an(l
most of tile data fell within the scatter ban(l for the
baseline specimens. The statistical procedure was
applied to all of the material tested for SBS slrength.
No outliers were indicated in 19 samples of data.
The computed An(terson-Darling statistic of 1.54 ex-
ceeded the critical value of 1.29: therefore, the san>
pie distributions (lifter significantly. The computed
test statistic for the equality-of-variance test is 14..12,
which is less than the critical value of 28.87. Since the
within-samples variances are not significant at the
0.05 significance level, the ANOVA metho(t was use(t
to compute the 4.68 ksi B-value. The B-vahw and
the minimum, maxinnlm, and standard (teviation for
tile population are given in table 10.
T-300/E-788. Residual SBS strength results
for the T-300/E-788 graphite/epoxy material are
shown in figure 11 as a flmction of the exposure
time and the exposure location. The results (to
not indicate any significant tren(ts with the exposure
time or the exposure h)cation. The average residual
strength is equal to or exceeds the t)aselin( ' average
strength. The variation caused by location is t)e-
tween 5 and 10 percent. The statistical t)roce(lur( '
was applied to all the T-300/E-788 material teste(t
for SBS strength. Two outliers were indicated in two
different samples. Further investigation indicated
that both outliers were within the minimmn and
maximum values of tile total population. The com-
puted Anderson-Darling statistic of 1.35 exceeded
the critical vahm of 1.28; therefore, the sample (tistri-
butions differ significantly. The computed test statis-
tic for the equality-of-variance test is 30.49, which is
greaterthan the criticalvalueof 30.14.Thesedata
havefailedthe equality-of-variancet st; therefore,
the within-samplesvariancesaresignificantfor the
0.05significancelevel.TheMIL-HDBK-17-1Cdoes
not currentlyhaveanapprovedmethodfor comput-
ing the B-valuewhenthe equality-of-variancet st
fails. Passingthe equality-of-variancet st is oneof
the assumptionsrequiredfor the ANOVAmethod.
The MIL-HDBK-17-1Csuggeststhat the ANOVA
methodcanoftenbeappliedsuccessfullywhenthis
assumptionis not met. UsingtheANOVAmethod,
theB-valuecomputedis 10.3ksi,andit isshownin
table10with theminimum,maximum,andstandard
deviationvaluesfor the population.Thecomputed
B-valueof 10.3ksi isacceptableat 88percentofthe
populationmean.
The SBS strengthsof the exposedmaterials
havebeendeterminedby a statisticalprocedurede-
finedin MIL-HDBK-17-1Cto determinetheB-value
allowablesof compositematerials. The resulting
strengths,designatedB-values,are83to 92percent
of thebaseline(no-exposure)strengths.Theresult-
ing strengthsare8 to 10percentbelowthe mean
strengths.
Residual TensionStrength
Tension tests were conducted on the composite
materials to determine the effect of exposure time
and exposure site on the residual tension strength.
The mean tension strength and the standard devi-
ation for each exposure time and exposure site are
given in tables 11 through 14. The effect of expo-
sure location and the exposure time on the residual
tension strength of each material is presented in fig-
ures 12 through 15. Each figure also includes the
scatter band for the specimens tested to determine
the baseline strength. The residual strength shown
in the figures is the ratio of the mean failure stress to
the mean baseline tension strength for the material
type.
Kevlar-49/F-185. Residual tension strength
results for Kevlar-49/F-185 epoxy are shown in fig-
ure 12. All the average strengths of the exposed
specimens are within the baseline scatter band. No
significant trends were observed during the expo-
sure time. The statistical procedure noted above
was applied to all the data for Kevlar-49/F-185
material tested in tension. Four outliers were de-
termined in three different samples. Two of the
outliers were within the data limits for the popu-
lation. The other outliers were the minimum and
the next lowest value for the population. Review
of the test data did not indicate a reason for these
data to be excluded from the population. The com-
puted Anderson-Darling statistic of 1.67 exceeded
the critical value of 1.28; therefore, the sample dis-
tributions differ significantly. The computed test
statistic for the equality-of-variance test is 65.95,
which is greater than the critical value of 30.14.
These data have failed the equality-of-variance test.
The within-samples variances are significant for the
0.05 significance level. The MIL-HDBK-17-1C does
not currently have an approved method for comput-
ing the B-value when the equality-of-variance test
fails. Passing the equality-of-variance test is one of
the assumptions required for the ANOVA method.
The MIL-HDBK-17-1C suggests that the ANOVA
method can often be applied successfully when this
assumption is not met. Using the ANOVA method,
the B-value computed is 55.5 ksi, and it and the min-
imum, maximum, and standard deviation values for
the population are shown in table 15. The computed
value of 55.5 ksi is acceptable at 94 percent of the
population mean.
Kevlar-_ 9//LRF-277. Residual tension strength
results for the Kevlar-49/LRF-277 epoxy material
are shown in figure 13 as a function of the ex-
posure time and the exposure location. No sig-
nificant trends were observed during the exposure
time. The statistical procedure was applied to all
the Kevlar-49/LRF-277 material. One outlier was
observed in one of the 20 samples. The outlier was
within the maximum and the minimum of the popu-
lation. Review of the test data did not indicate a rea-
son for this outlier to be excluded for this population.
The computed Anderson-Darting statistic of 1.12 is
less than the critical vahm of 1.28; therefore, the test
is not significant for the 0.05 level. The batch distri-
butions arc not significantly different, and the sam-
ples should be treated as a single sample. Two out-
liers were indicated in the pooled data. These outliers
are the two lowest values in the pooled data. Review
of the pooled data does not indicate a reason that
these two points should be excluded from the pop-
ulation. The goodness-of-fit test of the pooled data
for the two-parameter Weibull distribution yielded
an OSL of 0.839. The computed B-value from the
two-parameter Weibull distribution is 79.1 ksi. The
B-value and the minimum, maximum, and stan-
dard deviation values for the population arc given in
table 15.
Kevlar-49/CE-306. Residual tension strength
results for Kevlar-49/CE-306 epoxy are shown in fig-
ure 14 as a function of the exposure time and the
exposure location. No significant trends are evident,
and all the average strengths for the exposed spec-
imens fall within the scatter band for the baseline
specimens.The statisticalprocedurewasapplied
to all the Kevlar-49/CE-306materialtestedin ten-
sion. Oneoutlier was indicatedin the 20 sam-
plesof data. This outlier is within the bounds
of the total populationof data. The computed
Anderson-Darlingstatisticof 1.45exceededthecrit-
ical valueof 1.28; therefore,the sampledistribu-
tionsdiffersignificantly.Thecomputedtest statis-
tic for the equalityof varianceis 30.51,which is
greaterthan thecriticalvalueof 30.14.Thesedata
havefailedthe equality-of-variancet st; therefore,
the within-samplesvariancesaresignificantfor the
0.05significancelevel. Usingthe ANOVAmethod,
asrecommendedbyMiL-HDBK-17-1C,theB-value
computedis58.9ksi,andit andtheminimum,max-
imum,andstandarddeviationvaluesforthepopula-
tion areshownin table15. Thecomputedvalueof
58.9ksiisacceptableat 95percentof thepopulation
mean.
T-300/E-788. Residual tension strength re-
sults for the T-300/E-788 graphite/epoxy material
are shown in figure 15 as a function of the expo-
sure time and the exposure location. The results
do not indicate any significant trends with exposure
time. The average residual strength is equal to or
exceeds tile baseline average strength. The statisti-
cal procedure was applied to all of the T-300/E-788
material tested in tension. One outlier was indi-
cated ill one sample. Further investigation indicated
that the outlier was within the minimum and maxi-
muln values of the total population. The computed
Anderson-Darling statistic of 1.74 exceeded the crit-
ical value of 1.28; therefore, the sample distribu-
tions (lifter significantly. The computed test statis-
tic for the equality of variance is 30.96, which is
greater than the critical value of 30.14. These data
have failed the equality-of-variance test; therefore,
the within-samples variances are significant for the
0.05 significance level. Using the ANOVA method,
as recommended by MIL-HDBK-17-1C, the B-value
computed is 117 ksi, and it and tile minimum, maxi-
mum, amt standard deviation values for the popula-
tion are shown in table 15. The computed value of
117 ksi is acceptable at 91 percent of tile population
nlean.
The tensile strengths of the exposed materials
have been determined by a statistical procedure de-
fined in MIL-HDBK-17-1C to determine the B-value
allowables of composite materials. The resulting
strengths, desiglmted B-values, are 93 to 97 percent
of the baseline (no-exposure) strengths. The result-
ing residual strengths are 6 to 9 percent below tile
mean strengths.
Moisture Absorption
The amount of moisture that composite materials
absorb is a function of matrix and fiber type, tem-
perature, relative humidity, and exposure conditions.
The objective of these te_e the mois-
ture absorptio o_site materials when exposed
to various outdoor/- real-time environments. A sum-
mary of moisture absorption as a fraction of the com-
posite specimen weight for painted specimens that
were exposed for 3 to 10 years is tabulated in table 16
and shown in figures 16 through 19. Each data point
for the painted specimens (open symbols) shown in
the figures is the average of six replicates. A solid line
connects the average moisture absorption data points
for each set of data. Kevlar/epoxy materials absorb
four to five times more moisture than graphite/epoxy
materials because the Kevlar fibers absorb moisture.
The cause for the reduction in moisture absorption
at the tenth year is not evident. A number of rea-
sons could cause the reduction in moisture absorp-
tion, such as drought for a few months prior to re-
moval and improper handling in the drying process.
In general, the average values of moisture absorption
compare well with published values for moisture ab-
sorption by other Kevlar/epoxy and graphite/epoxy
material systems (ref. 4).
A suInnlary of the moisture absorption for un-
painted material specimens is given in table 17 and
shown in figures 16 through 19. Each data point
(filled symbol) for the unpainted material is from
a single specimen. A dashed line ctmnects the av-
erage moisture absorption data points for the un-
painted specimens for each exposure time. Tile
Kevlar-49/F-185 material absorbs approximately
0.5 percent nlore moisture when painted. Paint on
tile other Kevlar-49 material systems does not have
a significant effect on tile moisture absorption. Tile
painted T-300/E-788 graphite/epoxy material ab-
sorbs approximately 0.1 percent more moisture than
tile unpainted system.
Weathering
The effects of weathering on bare composite spec-
imens that were exposed at Hampton, Virginia, are
shown in figures 20 through 23. Each figure shows
the as-fabricated, 1-year, 3-year, 5-year, 7-year, and
10-year exposed specimens. The photographs shown
in these figures are a 15X magnification of the ex-
posed surface. The as-fabricated and 1-year expo-
sure views for Kevlar-49/F-185 material shown in fig-
ure 20 indicate that the surface fibers are coated with
resin. Some resin has been lost during the 1 year
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of exposure,as notedby the reduceddefinitionof
the peelply pattern. The3-yearexposureviewhas
partsofthesurfaceplyyarnsexposedbecauseof the
weatheringof the surfacelayerepoxy. Epoxystill
remainsin thevalleysbetweentheyarncrimps.Af-
ter 5 yearsof exposure,all resinhasbeenwashed
fromthesurface,andsomefiberdamageis evident.
Moredamageof the surfaceis shownafter 7 years
of exposure.After 10yearsof exposure,only frag-
mentsof the surfaceply remain,and degradation
of the secondply, a 45° ply, hasstarted. Theas-
fabricatedview (fig. 21)of the Kevlar-49/LRF-277
materialindicatesthat somevoidsarepresentin the
surfaceply. The 1-yearexposureviewshowsthat
mostof thesurfaceresinhasbeenwashedawayand
that a fewfibersareexposed.After3 years,all the
resinhasbeenwashedfrom betweenthe yarns,a,s
shownin figure21.Exposurefor 5 through10years
causedlossoftheouterplyandconsiderabledamage
to the secondply. TheKevlar-49/CE-306material
is shownin figure22. Thephotographof thespec-
imenafter 1 yearof exposureindicatesthat some
resinhasbeenwashedawayby the reduceddefini-
tion of the patternof the peelply usedin fabrica-
tion. Additionalresinis lostafter 3 yearsof expo-
sure,thusexposingthe crimpedfibersasshownin
figure22.After5yearsofexposure,onlysmallpock-
etsof resinremainin the lowestareas.Resinis also
washedfrom thesurfaceof theyarns.After 7 years
of exposure,all resinhasbeenwashedfromtheex-
posedsurface,andsomeof theyarnsarestartingto
fray. After 10yearsof exposure,the fill yarnsare
lost from the nearsurface,someof the fibersfrom
thewarpyarnsappearto bemissing,andadditional
resinis alsowashedfrom betweentheyarns.Views
of T-300/E-788graphite/epoxymaterialareshown
in figure23. By thethird year,thedefinitionof tile
peelply haswashedaway.Eachsucceedingexpo-
suretime through10yearshasan increasingnum-
berof baresurfacefibers. The specimensexposed
at theother locationshavesimilarsurfacedegrada-
tion. Thissurfacedegradationemphasizestheneed
to keepcompositematerialsprotectedfromelements
of tile environment(suchassunandrain).
Concluding Remarks
The influenceof ground-basedenvironmentson
thelong-termdurabilityof threeKevlar/epoxysys-
temsandonegraphite/epoxysystemhasbeenstud-
ied. Resultsafter 10 yearsof groundexposure
indicatethat all materialsexhibit goodstrength
retention.
A statisticallybasedprocedurehasbeenusedto
determinethe strengthvalueabovewhichat least
90percentof thepopulationisexpectedto fall with
a 95-percentconfidencelevel.Theresultingresidual
strengthresultsaresummarizedasfollows:
1. Compression strengths are 80 to 89 percent of
the baseline (no-exposure) strengths.
2. The resulting residual strengths are approxi-
mately 8 percent below the population mean
strengths.
3. Short-beam-shear strengths are 83 to 92 per-
cent of the baseline (no-exposure) strengths.
The resulting residual strengths are 8 to
10 percent below the mean strengths.
4. Tensile strengths are 93 to 97 percent of the
baseline (no-exposure) strengths. The result-
ing residual strengths arc 6 to 9 percent below
the mean strengths.
Tile Kevlar-49/F-185 material absorbs approxi-
mately 0.5 percent more moisture when it is painted.
Paint on the other Kevlar-49 material systems does
not have a significant effect on moisture absorption.
The painted T-300/E-788 graphite/epoxy absorbs
approximately 0.1 percent more moisture than the
unpainted system.
The exposed composite specimens demonstrate
the need to protect unpainted composite materials
from long-term environmental exposure.
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23681-0001
June 21, 1994
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Appendix
Detailed Test Results for Specimens
With 7 and 10 Years of Environmental
Exposure
This appendixpresentsthe detailedresultsfor
all specimensthat havebeenremovedafter 7 and
10yearsof exposure.Theresultsarefromexposure
sitesat Hampton,Virginia,Toronto,Canada,and
Ft. Greely,Alaska.
ResidualStrength
The residualstrengthtablesA1 throughA12
in this appendixincludeexposuretime, specimen
size,failureload,andcomputedfailurestress.The
residualstrengthsfor eachmaterialasafunctionof
exposuretimefor eachexposurelocationareadded
to thefiguresshownin reference1andareprovided
in thisappendix.
Residual CompressionStrength
Compressiontestswereconductedon specimens
that havebeenexposedfor 7 and10yearsto deter-
minetheeffectsofexposureandexposuresiteonthe
residualcompressionstrength.Theresultsof tests
on theexposedcompressionspecimensaregivenin
the followingtablesand figures:table A1 and fig-
ureA1for Kevlar-49/F-185,tableA2 andfigureA2
for Kevlar-49/CE-306,table A3 andfigureA3 for
Kevlar-49/LRF-277,andtableA4 andfigureA4 for
T-300/E-788.
Residual Short-Beam-Shear Strength
Short-beam-shear (SBS) tests were conducted on
specimens that have been exposed for 7 and 10 years
to determine the effects of exposure time and expo-
sure site on the residual SBS strength. The results
of tests on the exposed SBS specimens are given in
the following tables and figures: table A5 and fig-
ure A5 for Kevlar-49/F-185, table A6 and figure A6
for Kevlar-49/CE-306, table A7 and figure A7 for
Kevlar-49/LRF-277, and table A8 and figure A8 for
T-300/E-788. The 10-year exposure specimens at
Ft. Greely, Alaska, for the Kevlar-49/CE-306 were
apparently lost or removed from the rack at s()me
unknown time.
Residual Tension Strength
Tension tests were conducted on specimens that
have been exposed for 7 and 10 years to determine
the effects of exposure time and exposure sit(, on
the residual tensile strength. The results of tests
on the exposed tension specimens are given in the
following tables and figures: table A9 and figure A9
for Kevlar-49/F-185, table A10 and figure A10 for
Kevlar-49/CE-306, table All and figure All for
Kevlar-49/LRF-277, and table A12 and figure A12
for T-300/E-788.
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Table 1. Mean Compression Failure Stress and Standard Deviation
for Painted Kevlar-49/F-185 After Environmental Exposure
Exposure Exposure
location a time, yr
GF 1
3
LA 1
3
VA 1
3
5
7
-- 10
Can 1
3
5
7
-, l0
AK 1
3
5
7
-- l0
Mean failure
stress, psi
Standard
deviation, psi
19946 496
20 354 257
20446
19333
19 654
20423
19691
18 516
18634
19 236
19308
19421
19 198
18858
18 137
18 899
18 714
18 278
18 242
542
560
496
541
407
936
864
459
417
575
674
571
314
438
350
481
334
aLocations are GF for Gulf of Mexico, LA for Cameron, Louisiana, VA for Hampton,
Virginia, Can for Toronto, Canada, and AK for Ft. Greely, Alaska.
Table 2. Mean Compression Failure Stress and Standard Deviation
for Painted Kevlar-49/LRF-277 After Environmental Exposure
Exposure Exposure Mean failure Standard
location a time, yr stress, psi deviation, psi
GF 1 20810 635
3 19 140 1241
LA 1 21052 921
3 19 433 827
VA
Can
AK
1
3
5
7
10
1
3
5
7
10
1
3
5
7
10
19 925
20051
19 359
18 578
19108
19 912
18931
21 134
20498
20411
18890
20 449
19677
20 193
19 129
1082
1509
762
935
1153
52O
731
481
484
54O
509
512
1234
775
559
_Locations are GF for Gulf of Mexico, LA for Cameron, Louisiana, VA for Hampton,
Virginia, Can for Toronto, Canada, and AK for Ft. Greely, Alaska.
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Table3. MeanCompressionFailureStressandStandardDeviation
for PaintedKevlar-49/CE-306AfterEnvironmentalExposure
Exposure Exposure Mean_ilure Standard
locationa time, yr stress, psi deviation, psi
GF 1 17815 497
3 17796 915
LA 1 17892 774
3 17488 1239
VA
Can
AK
1
3
5
7
10
1
3
5
7
10
1
3
5
7
10
19 153
19 050
18001
17 284
17615
17 583
17003
17990
18 540
17900
17181
17 553
17 546
17 856
17312
_Locations are GF for Gulf of Mexico, LA for Cameron, Louisiana, VA
Virginia, Can for Toronto, Canada, and AK for Ft. Grccly, Alaska.
887
635
679
720
1265
958
905
517
823
737
950
592
968
670
699
for Hampton,
Table 4. Mean Compression Failure Stress and Standard Deviation
for Painted T-300/E-788 After Environmental Exposure
Exposure Exposure Mean failure Standard
location a time, yr stress, psi deviation, psi
GF 1 126 787 9546
3 117724 8282
LA 1 130437 6510
3 115 102 10 159
VA
Can
AK
1
3
5
7
10
1
3
5
7
10
1
3
5
7
10
127956
126 062
125 195
118 892
122 649
127306
123 921
127357
120 341
123 005
121310
119694
128974
116 211
120087
5870
4870
8091
6247
4627
3489
7234
5210
4553
7795
6664
5739
13 000
7734
3783
aLocations are GF for Gulf of Mexico, LA for Cameron, Louisiana, VA for Hampton,
Virginia, Can for Toronto, Canada, and AK for Ft. Greely, Alaska.
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Table5. Compression Strength After Environmental Exposure
[All values for properties shown are in ksi]
Material
Property Kevlar-49/F-185 Kevlar-49/LRF-277 Kevlar-49/CE-306 T-300/E-788
Mean
I_lininmm
Maximum
Standard Deviation
B-value
Distribution
19.3
17.1
21.4
.878
17.7
ANOVA
20.0
17.0
23.8
1.22
17.8
ANOVA
17.8
15.6
20.8
.932
16.3
ANOVA
123
106
141
7.80
111
ANOVA
Table 6. Mean Short-Beam-Shear Failure Stress and Standard Deviation
for Painted Kevlar-49/F-185 After Environmental Exposure
Exposure Exposure Mean failure Standard
location a time, yr stress, psi deviation, psi
GF 1 5717 116
3 6011 271
LA 1 59O8 43
3 5992 234
VA
(Jail
AK
1
3
5
7
10
1
3
5
7
10
1
3
5
7
10
6130
6188
5923
5730
5761
5789
5955
6062
5918
5610
5565
5908
5495
5975
5805
OLocations are GF for Gulf of Mexico, LA for Cameron, Louisiana,
Virginia, Can for Toronto, Canada, and AK for Ft. Greely, Alaska.
134
233
364
228
308
356
293
172
186
419
242
210
220
149
113
VA for Hampton,
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Table7. MeanShort-Beam-ShearFailureStressandStandardDeviation
forPaintedKevlar-49/LRF-277AfterEnvironmentalExposure
Exposure Exposure Meanfailure Standard
locationa time, yr stress, psi deviation, psi
GF 1 3501 109
3 3384 143
LA 1 3594 109
3 3384 143
VA
Can
AK
1
3
5
7
10
1
3
5
7
10
1
3
5
7
10
3756
3505
3493
3241
3586
3662
3496
3738
3575
3532
3395
3710
3381
3510
3566
aLocations are GF for Gulf of Mexico, LA for Cameron, Louisiana, VA
Virginia, Can for Toronto, Canada, and AK for Ft. Greely, Alaska.
9O
86
115
104
202
93
102
200
145
83
125
208
94
167
186
for Hampton,
Table 8. Mean Short-Beam-Shear Failure Stress and Standard Deviation
for Painted Kevlar-49/CE-306 After Environmental Exposure
Exposure Exposure Mean Nilure Standard
location a time, yr stress, psi deviation, psi
GF 1 5157 229
3 5239 437
LA 1 5156 236
3 4916 234
VA
Can
AK
1
3
5
7
10
1
3
5
7
10
1
3
5
7
10
5378
5413
5200
5436
5204
55O3
5244
5041
4879
5216
4892
5495
5030
5355
aLocations are GF for Gulf of Mexico, LA for Cameron, Louisiana, VA
Virginia, Can for Toronto, Canada, and AK for Ft. Greely, Alaska.
265
265
271
213
206
314
478
344
348
189
245
167
224
396
for Hampton,
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Table9. MeanShort-Beam-ShearFailureStressandStandardDeviation
for PaintedT-300/E-788AfterEnvironmentalExposure
Exposure Exposure MeanNilure Standard
locationa time, yr stress, psi deviation, psi
GF 1 ll 443 638
3 ll 642 279
LA 1 11320 689
11387 692
VA
Can
AK
1
3
5
7
10
1
3
5
7
10
1
3
5
7
10
11412
11686
11562
11654
11431
11 254
11 968
11648
11 789
11851
10 389
11 034
10 772
11 666
10822
460
505
824
882
598
7O8
707
936
664
756
321
702
558
416
1339
aLocations arc GF for Gulf of Mexico, LA for Cameron, Louisiana, VA for Hampton,
Virginia, Can for Toronto, Canada, and AK for Ft. Greely, Ala_ska.
Table 10. Short-Beam-Shear Strength After Environmental Exposure
[All values for properties shown are in ksi I
Material
Property Kevlar-49/F-185 Kevlar-49/LRF-277 Kevlar-49/CE-306 T-300/E-788
biean
Minimum
Maximum
Standard Deviation
B-value
Distribution
5.87
4.78
6.57
.287
5.40
ANOVA a
3.55
3.04
4.05
.193
3.21
ANOVA
5.21
4.44
5.89
.328
4.68
ANOVA
11.4
9.32
12.8
.719
10.3
ANOVA
aMaterial did not meet all necessary requirements.
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Table11.MeanTensionFailureStressandStandardDeviation
for PaintedKevlar-49/F-185AfterEnvironmentalExposure
Exposure Exposure Meanfailure Standard
locationa time, yr stress, psi deviation, psi
GF 1 57 826 2115
3 59 227 1686
LA 1 58 549 1636
3 59 198 2357
VA
Can
AK
1
3
5
7
10
1
3
5
7
10
1
3
5
7
10
_Locations are GF for Gulf of Mexico, LA for
Virginia, Can for Toronto, Canada, and AK for Ft.
60050
60 773
59 950
60941
56 754
59 567
60 247
59 547
59 187
58 171
58 941
60062
60732
60312
57114
Cameron, Louisiana, VA
Greely, Alaska.
2798
1057
933
462
1164
2540
1342
1250
1498
4714
5090
1309
699
1574
993
for Hampton,
Table 12. Mean Tension Failure Stress and Standard Deviation for
Painted Kevlar-49/LRF-277 After Environmental Exposure
Exposure Exposure Mean _ilure Standard
location a time, yr stress, psi deviation, psi
GF 1 83 055 7326
3 85719 3565
LA 1 86507 4303
3 87021 2263
VA
Can
AK
1
3
5
7
10
1
3
5
7
10
1
3
5
7
10
83981
86055
88 467
88 057
81950
86 763
87541
80 579
87324
86127
85512
83 600
88894
86399
85178
aLocations are GF for Gulf of Mexico, LA for Cameron, Louisiana, VA
Virginia, Can for Toronto, Canada, and AK for Ft. Greely, Alaska.
3763
6240
2078
2429
5280
2046
2870
2399
5728
3640
5788
4974
2538
3871
3113
for Hampton,
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Table13.MeanTensionFailureStressandStandardDeviation
for PaintedKevlar-49/CF_,-306AfterEnvironmentalExposure
Exposure Exposure Meanfailure Standard
locationa time, yr stress, psi deviation, psi
GF 1 61 382 1319
3 61436 2183
LA 1 61208 1724
3 60 452 1185
VA
Can
AK
1
3
5
7
10
1
3
5
7
10
1
3
5
7
10
63 859
63 575
61 661
63775
60 953
63 473
63 770
62 137
61935
63 392
62668
62 958
60 384
62 848
61 767
aLocations are GF for Gulf of Mexico, LA for Cameron, Louisiana, VA
Virginia, Can for Toronto, Canada, and AK for Ft. Greely, Alaska.
1227
556
1524
1723
2824
1580
1268
1728
2904
2028
1408
1557
2811
1554
2558
for Hampton,
Table 14. Mean Tension Failure Stress and Standard Deviation
for Painted T-300/E-788 After Environmental Exposure
Exposure Exposure Mean failure Standard
location a time, yr stress, psi deviation, psi
GF 1 123086 8012
3 127850 7676
LA 1 122 772 3 163
3 127 620 8 962
VA
Can
AK
1
3
5
7
10
1
3
5
7
t0
127927
128272
130815
132929
123580
136216
128 551
123 460
137698
130577
126 887
134 628
3 503
7 974
3531
6 378
7407
4428
6057
3 797
5 218
11 779
12 586
4 375
5 136 193 5
7 132 673 4
10 130 005 4
601
134
942
aLocations are GF for Gulf of Mexico, LA for Cameron, Louisiana, VA for Hampton,
Virginia, Can for Toronto, Canada, and AK for Ft. Greely, Alaska.
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Table15.TensionStrengthAfterEnvironmentalExposure
[All valuesforpropertieshownarein ksi]
Material
Property Kevlar-49/F-185 Kevlar-49/LRF-277 Kevlar-49/CE-306 T-300/E-788
Mean
Minimum
Maximum
StandardDeviation
B-value
Distribution
59.2
48.6
65.2
2.38
55.5
ANOVAa
85.8
70.7
94.3
4.20
79.1
Weibull
62.3
57.2
66.9
2.10
58.9
ANOVA a
129
108
146
7.60
117
ANOVA a
aMaterial did not meet all necessary requirements.
Table 16. Percent Weight Loss of Painted Specimens After Exposure
[All values are average of six data points]
(a) Percent weight loss of Kevlar-49/F-185 and Kevlar-49/LRF-277
Weight loss, percent, for Weight loss, percent, for
Kevlar-49/F-185 with Kevlar-49/LRF-277 with
exposure time, yr, of exposure time, yr, o_
Location 3 10 3 10
Toronto, Canada
Hampton, VA
Gulf of Mexico
Cameron, LA
Ft. Greely, AK
2.23
2.42
2.61
2.57
2.18
5 7
2.6O 2.47
2.76 2.64
2.30 2.33
2.55 2.48
2.39
2.50
2.03
1.81
1.92
1.96
1.94
5 7
2.20 2.29
2.24 2.40
2.10 2.20
2.18 2.30
2.16
2.24
2.08 2.04
Average 2.40 2.32 1.93 2.15
(b) Percent weight loss of Kevlar-49/CE-306 and T-300/E-788
Weight loss, percent, for Weight loss, percent, for
Kevlar-49/CE-306 with Kevlar-49/T-300/E-788 with
exposure time, yr, of--- exposure time, yr, o_
Location 3 10 3 5 7 10
Toronto, Canada
Hampton, VA
Gulf of Mexico
Cameron, LA
Ft. Greely, AK
Average
2.07
1.74
1.81
1.95
2.20
1.95
5 7
2.20 2.08
2.29 2.30
2.20 2.07
2.23 2.15
1.96
2.12
1.79
1.96
0.54
0.51
0.49
0.51
0.67
0.56
0.71
0.76
0.75
0.74
0.70
0.65
0.81
0.72
0.73
0.76
0.65
0.71
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Table17.PercentWeightLossof UnpaintedSpecimensAfter Exposure
[All valuesarefromsingledatapoint]
(a) Percentweightlossof Kevlar-49/F-185andKevlar-49/LRF-277
Weightloss,percent,for Weightloss,percent,for
Kevlar-49/F-185with Kevlar-49/LRF-277with
exposuretime,yr, oL exposuretime,yr, of
Location 3 10 3 10
Toronto,Canada
Hampton,VA
Gulfof Mexico
Cameron,LA
Ft. Greely,AK
1.60
1.69
2.03
1.87
1.79
2.01
1.99
5 7
1.90 1.88
2.05 2.14
1.80 1.86
1.92 1.96
1.69
2.01
2.71
2.36
2.11
2.09
2.39
2.33
5 7
2.40 2.26
2.11 2.44
2.30 2.39
2.27 2.36
1.63
Average 1.80 1.90 2.23 2.12
(b) Percent weight loss of Kevlar-49/CE-306 and T-300/E-788
Weight loss, percent, for Weight loss, percent, for
Kevlar-49/CE-306 with Kevlar-49/T-300/E-788 with
exposure time, yr, of- exposure time, yr, o_
Location 3 10 7 10
Toronto, Canada
Hampton, VA
Gulf of Mexico
Cameron, LA
Ft. Greely, AK
1.85
1.62
2.03
1.97
1.59
1.98
2.01
5 7
1.90 1.94
1.96 2.10
1.70 1.99
1.85 2.01
2.17
0.56
.60
3 5
0.51 0.62
.47 .60
.74
.50
.54 .61
0.55 0.61
.69
0.62
.56
.58
Average 1.81 2.05 0.62 0.59
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TableA1. CompressionStrengthof Painted Kevlar-49/F-185 After Environmental Exposure
(a) Specimens from exposure site at Hampton, Virginia
Specimen Exposure Width, Thickness, Failure Failure
number time, yr in. in. load, lb stress, psi
407
408
409
410
411
412
401
402
403
404
405
406
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
0.2623
.2531
.2634
.2531
.2565
.2612
.2535
.2441
.2562
.2483
.2563
.2617
0.0943
.1018
.0972
.0910
.0939
.0986
.0961
.0955
.1000
.0991
.0982
.1002
455
441
464
451
471
472
489
444
450
454
468
474
18 395
17 116
18 123
19 581
19 555
18327
20073
19 046
17 564
18450
18595
18076
(b) Specimens from exposure site at Toronto, Canada
Specimen Exposure Width, Thickness, Failure
number time, yr in. in. load, lb
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
0.2533
.2512
.2479
.2510
.2552
.2451
.2493
.2556
.2574
.2451
.2547
.2471
0.0988
.1002
.0962
.0911
.0957
.1018
.0936
.0964
.1018
.1010
.0944
.1005
465
462
450
452
484
494
448
448
475
477
455
483
Failure
stress, psi
18 581
18355
18 870
19 767
19818
19 799
19 199
18 182
18 127
19 269
18 924
19 449
(c) Specimens from exposure site at Ft. Greely, Alaska
Specimen Exposure Width, Thickness, Failure Failure
number time, yr in. in. load, lb stress, psi
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
0.2461
.2526
.2578
.2556
.2586
.2550
.2404
.2552
.2516
.2507
.2576
.2474
0.1018
.0988
.0996
.0955
.1013
.1019
.1001
.0989
.1013
.0931
.0987
.1004
457
467
474
456
456
472
446
467
452
431
456
454
18 241
18 712
18 460
18 681
17407
18165
18534
18503
17 734
18 466
17935
18278
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TableA2. CompressionStrengthof Painted Kevlar-49/CE-306 After Environmental Exposure
(a) Specimens from exposure site at Hampton, Virginia
Specimen Exposure Width, Thickness, Failure Failure
number time, yr in. in. load, lb stress, psi
413F
414F
415F
416F
417F
418F
407F
408F
409F
410F
411F
412F
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
l0
0.2474
.2458
.2574
.2646
.2691
.2677
.2579
.2678
.2551
.2546
.2497
.2631
0.0972
.0959
.0981
.0957
.0955
.0968
.0986
.0967
.0964
.0980
.0997
.0961
414
421
463
413
440
437
446
405
459
473
453
422
17216
17860
18 336
16 310
17121
16864
17539
15639
18665
18 957
18 196
16 690
(b) Specimens from exposure site at Toronto, Canada
Specimen Exposure Width, Thickness, Failure Failure
number time, yr in. in. load, lb stress, psi
437F
438F
439F
440F
441F
442F
443F
444F
445F
446F
447F
448F
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
0.2668
.2563
.2662
.2510
.2467
.2650
.2477
.2617
.2674
.2501
.2563
.2707
0.0831
.0973
.0957
.0942
.0931
.0975
.0973
.0958
.0955
.1005
.0958
.0974
437
442
466
457
424
458
446
414
458
449
455
476
19 710
17 724
18 292
19328
18 461
17 726
18 505
16513
17935
17864
18531
18 053
(c) Specimens from exposure site at Ft. Greely, Alaska
Specimen Exposure Width, Thickness, Failure Failure
number time, yr ill. in. load, lb stress, psi
449F
450F
451F
452F
453F
454F
455F
456F
457F
458F
459F
460F
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
0.2523
.2602
.2387
.2635
.2470
.2642
.2660
.2628
.2549
.2634
.2598
.2493
0.0967
.0939
.0982
.0971
.0952
.0922
.0951
.0961
.0952
.0959
.0952
.0957
445
444
434
425
420
432
444
414
432
419
429
434
18 240
18 172
18 515
16611
17861
17 735
17552
16 393
17802
16 587
17345
18 191
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TableA3. CompressionStrengthof Painted Kevlar-49/LRF-277 After Environmental Exposure
(a) Specimens from exposure _site at Hampton, Virginia
Specimen Exposure Width, Thickness, Failure Failure
number time, yr in. in. load, lb stress, psi
416B
417B
418B
419B
420B
421B
410B
411B
412B
413B
414B
415B
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
0.2500
.2207
.2483
.2277
.2390
.2621
.2574
.2565
.2634
.2328
.2496
.2333
0.0784
.0776
.0778
.0767
.0782
.0765
.0789
.0781
.0774
.0759
.0778
.0772
354
320
368
336
364
340
367
356
382
367
389
347
18061
18685
19 050
19 239
19476
16957
18 071
17771
18737
20 770
20 032
19266
(b) Specimens from exposure site at Toronto, Canada
Specimen Exposure Width, Thickness, Failure Failure
number time, yr in. in. load, lb stress, psi
440B
441B
442B
443B
444B
445B
446B
447B
448B
449B
450B
451B
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
0.2432
.2302
.2424
.2368
.2368
.2577
.2263
.2229
.2372
.2301
.2304
.2505
0.0779
.0764
.0803
.0782
.0776
.0766
.0776
.0786
.0775
.0788
.0794
.0780
402
359
4O8
373
372
395
347
361
370
365
390
401
21219
20 412
20 961
20 143
20 244
20 010
19 760
20605
20 127
20 130
21319
20523
(c) Specimens from exposure site at Ft. Greely, Alaska
Specimen Exposure Width, Thickness, Failure Failure
numbcr time, yr in. in. load, lb stress, psi
452B
453B
454B
455B
456B
457B
458B
459B
460B
461B
462B
463B
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
0.2464
.2356
.2348
.2510
.2342
.2425
.2344
.2465
.2280
.2520
.2521
.2553
0.0788
.0778
.0792
.0779
.0784
.0781
.0766
.0771
.0775
.0769
.0768
.0793
396
384
384
372
357
392
337
383
341
370
360
382
20 395
20950
20649
19025
19 443
20 698
18 769
20 152
19 298
19093
18594
18869
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TableA4. CompressionStrengthof PaintedT-300/E-788After EnvironmentalExposure
(a) Specimensfromexposuresiteat Hampton,Virginia
Specimen Exposure Width, Thickness, Failure Failure
number time,yr in. in. load,lb stress,psi
248V
249V
250V
251V
252V
253V
242V
243V
244V
245V
246V
247V
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
0.2558
.2563
.2558
.2567
.2555
.2579
.2559
.2571
.2497
.2541
.2513
.2555
0.0666
.0706
.0693
.0708
.0702
.0691
.0714
.0715
.0709
.0679
.0677
.0706
2035
2130
2185
2220
1920
2205
2245
2308
2092
2010
2193
2235
119451
117714
123259
122150
1O7047
123731
122871
125553
118167
116499
128901
123903
Specimen
number
272V
273V
274V
275V
276V
277V
278V
279V
280V
281V
282V
283V
(b) Specimensfromexposuresiteat Toronto,Canada
Exposure
time,yr
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
l0
l0
10
10
Width,
in.
0.2559
.2590
.2667
.2573
.2553
.2570
.2559
.2565
.2548
.2558
.2554
.2549
Thickness,
in.
0.0715
.0680
.0681
.0695
.0714
.0698
.0717
.0693
.0713
.0712
.0695
.0704
Failure
load, lb
2205
2015
2090
2223
2260
2220
2453
2270
2156
2178
2246
2007
Failure
stress, psi
120 513
114411
115 074
124313
123982
123 755
133 693
127 704
118 675
119 585
126 533
111 842
(c) Specimens from
Specimen Exposure
nuinber time, yr
284V 7
285V 7
286V 7
287V 7
288V 7
289V 7
290V 10
291V 10
292V 10
293V 10
294V 10
295V 10
Width,
in.
0.2550
.2596
.2570
.2574
.2569
.2555
.2571
.2553
.2549
.2569
.2513
.2558
exposure site at Ft. Greely, Alaska
Thickness,
in.
0.0706
.0693
.0685
.0718
.0701
.0694
.0660
.0687
.0694
.0697
.0676
.0690
Failure
load, lb
1950
2165
1980
2045
2090
2295
2066
2003
2094
2164
2034
2217
Failure
stress, psi
108 315
120343
112 471
110652
116055
129429
121 754
114202
118 372
120854
119 732
125608
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TableA5. Short-Beam-ShearStrengthof PaintedKevlar-49/F-185AfterEnvironmentalExposure
(a) Specimensfromexposuresiteat Hampton,Virginia
Specimen Exposure Width, Thickness, Failure Failure
number time,yr in. in. load,lb stress,psi
91
92
93
94
95
96
85
86
87
88
89
90
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
0.2624
.2606
.2669
.2618
.2603
.3047
.2638
.2804
.2609
.2598
.2604
.2624
0.0941
.0941
.1074
.0876
.0953
.0986
.1049
.1002
.0938
.0950
.0883
.0862
183
193
206
179
188
240
197
202
194
198
184
177
5559
5903
5390
5854
5684
5991
5345
5398
5955
6020
5995
5856
(b) Specimensfromexposuresiteat Toronto,Canada
Specimen Exposure Width, Thickness,
number time, yr in. in.
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
0.2568
.2593
.2605
.2620
.2543
.2625
.2730
.2658
.2600
.2499
.2605
.2584
0.0965
.0938
.0945
.0963
.1022
.0947
.0983
.1018
.0913
.0933
.0912
.1032
Failure Failure
load, lb stress, psi
196
186
204
192
208
196
202
173
188
181
184
201
5932
5735
6215
5707
6002
5913
5654
4784
5952
5816
5793
5662
(c) Specimens from exposure site at Ft. Greely, Alaska
Specimen Exposure
number time, yr
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
Width, Thickness, Failure Failure
in. in. load, lb stress, psi
0.2485
.2624
.2467
.2618
.2593
.2574
.2620
.2531
.2632
.2620
.2598
.2587
0.0967
.0945
.0912
.0973
.0918
.0900
.0966
.0894
.0955
.0898
.0914
.1011
187
202
185
201
184
186
199
170
195
183
188
200
5836
6110
6167
5918
5797
6022
5894
5628
5809
5846
5932
5721
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TableA6. Short-Beam-ShearStrengthof PaintedKevlar-49/CE-306AfterEnvironmentalExposure
(a) Specimensfromexposuresiteat Hampton,Virginia
Specimen Exposure Width, Thickness, Failure Failure
number time,yr in. in. load,lb stress,psi
91F
92F
93F
94F
95F
96F
85F
86F
87F
88F
89F
90F
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
0.2568
.2581
.2545
.2483
•2477
.2519
.2435
.2582
.2591
.2552
.2452
.2519
0.0935
.0933
.0944
.0931
,0907
.0951
.0900
.0837
.0905
.0843
.0942
.0936
177
171
172
176
153
178
152
147
159
143
171
167
5529
5326
5369
5710
5108
5573
5185
5098
5092
4978
5559
5312
(b) Specimensfromexposuresiteat Toronto,Canada
Specimen
nuInber
115F
116F
117F
118F
119F
120F
121F
122F
123F
124F
125F
126F
Exposure
time, yr
10
10
1(1
10
10
10
Width,
in.
0.2333
•2488
.2563
.2534
•2601
.2287
.2404
.2559
.2561
.2574
.2550
.2424
Thickness,
in.
0.0844
.0877
.0859
.0954
.0905
.0822
.0887
.0937
.0892
.0864
•0921
.0912
Failure
load, lb
122
148
135
174
158
113
142
173
164
148
165
155
Failure
stress, psi
4647
5087
4599
5398
5034
4508
4980
5405
5394
4991
5272
5255
(c) Specimens front exposure site at Ft. Greely Alaska
Specimen Exposure Width, Thickness, Failure Failure
number time, yr in. in. load, lb stress, psi
133F
134F
135F
136F
137F
138F
127F"
128F"
129F a
130F"
131F a
132F a
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
0.2386
.2570
.2532
.2603
.2585
.2400
.2577
.2593
.2575
.2443
.2388
.2584
0.0835
.0930
.0815
.0945
.0968
.0852
.0901
.0887
.0925
.0905
.0832
.0946
134
180
132
191
188
142
5044
5633
4808
5811
5638
5197
aSpecimens lost in service.
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TableA7. Short-Beam-ShearStrengthof PaintedKevlar-49/LRF-277AfterEnvironmentalExposure
(a) Specimensfromexposuresiteat Hampton,Virginia
Specimen Exposure Width, Thickness, Failure Failure
number time,yr in. in. load,lb stress,psi
91B
92B
93B
94B
95B
96B
85B
86B
87B
88B
89B
90B
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
0.2490
.2446
.2410
.2440
.2491
.2483
.2355
.2420
.2469
.2469
.2400
.2427
0.0773
.0778
.0780
.0775
.0784
.0796
.0785
.0783
.0779
.0773
.0789
.0769
85
84
82
82
85
80
92
98
94
87
84
88
3312
3311
3272
3252
3264
3036
3741
3863
3646
3399
3339
3528
(b) Specimensfromexposuresiteat Toronto,Canada
Specimen Exposure Width,
number time,yr in.
115B
116B
117B
118B
119B
120B
121B
122B
123B
124B
125B
126B
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
0.2652
.2451
.2394
.2387
.2380
.2507
.2323
.2500
.2355
.2480
.2425
.2399
Thickness, Failure Failure
in. load,lb stress,psi
0.0782
.0781
.0776
.0786
.0793
.0777
.0785
.0770
.0777
.0770
.0787
.0773
98
96
88
86
86
97
83
94
87
90
91
85
3544
3761
3553
3438
3418
3735
3426
3651
3562
3531
3572
3450
(c) Specimensfromexposuresiteat Ft. Greely,Alaska
Specimen
number
127B
128B
129B
130B
131B
132B
133B
134B
135B
136B
137B
138B
Exposure
time,yr
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
Width,
in.
0.2359
.2387
.2443
.2405
.2350
.2310
.2459
.2469
.2406
.2380
.2440
.2408
Thickness,
in.
0.0793
.0781
.0766
.0769
.0784
.0803
.O786
.0770
.0775
.0775
.0805
.0786
Failure
load,lb
93
87
91
87
83
81
91
98
89
90
91
83
Failure
stress,psi
3729
3500
3647
3528
3379
3275
3523
3858
3580
3660
3471
3305
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TableA8. Short-Beam-ShearSt engthof PaintedT-300/E-788AfterEnvironmentalExposure
(a) Specimensfromexposuresiteat Hampton,Virginia
Specimen Exposure Width, Thickness, Failure Failure
number time,yr in. in. load,lb stress,psi
91V
92V
93V
94V
95V
96V
85V
86V
87V
88V
89V
90V
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
0.2557
.2557
.2560
.2572
.2521
.2563
.2569
.2568
.2570
.2558
.2570
.2537
0.0709
.0710
.0723
.0729
.0714
.0732
.0723
.0724
.0710
.0729
.0724
.0720
307
303
255
294
275
279
265
269
290
277
280
297
12701
12517
10333
11760
11458
11153
10680
10831
11916
11157
11274
12190
(b) Specimensfromexposuresiteat Toronto,Canada
Specimen
number
l15V
l16V
l17V
l18V
l19V
120V
121V
122V
123V
124V
125V
126V
Exposure
time, yr
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
Width,
in.
0.2558
.2557
.2563
.2562
.2562
.2570
.2563
.2564
.2563
.2582
.2563
.2573
Thickness,
in.
0.0733
.0720
.0733
.0730
.0728
.0709
.0705
.0741
.0720
.0732
.0721
.0737
Failure
load, lb
284
264
303
308
290
304
275
307
315
268
303
300
Failure
stress, psi
11 360
10 755
12 096
12 351
11661
12513
11402
12 t23
12802
10 631
12 281
ll 865
(c) Specimens from exposure site at Ft. Greely, Alaska
Specimen Exposure Width,
iminber time, yr in.
127V
128V
129V
130V
131V
132V
133V
134V
135V
136V
137V
138V
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
0.2563
.2578
.2568
.2545
.2558
.2570
.2568
.2568
.2556
.2564
.2566
.2574
Thickness,
in.
0.0728
.0729
.0713
.0723
.0724
.0721
.0710
.0721
.0722
.0721
.0725
.0735
Failure
load, lb
293
307
293
278
283
276
227
305
282
250
236
306
Failure
stress, psi
11 777
12251
12 002
11 331
11 461
11 171
9317
12355
11 477
10 126
9518
12 139
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TableA9. TensionStrengthof PaintedKevlar-49/F-185AfterEnvironmentalExposure
(a) Specimensfromexposuresiteat Hampton,Virginia
Specimen Exposure Width, Thickness, Failure Failure
number time,yr in. in. load,lb stress,psi
250
251
252
253
254
255
244 '
245
246
247
248
249
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
1.0015
1.0015
1.0025
1.0015
0.9990
1.0030
1.0040
1.0041
1.0021
1.0010
1.0040
1.0090
0.0994
.1005
.1003
.1005
.1003
.1000
.0993
.0994
.0992
.0992
.0998
.0999
6100
6100
6090
6080
6150
6160
5713
5800
5501
5745
5633
5614
61276
60606
60566
60407
61377
61416
57304
58112
55337
57855
56218
55695
(b) Specimensfromexposuresiteat Toronto,Canada
Specimen Exposure Width Thickness, Failure Failure
number time,yr in. ill. load lb stress,psi
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
1.0035
1.0035
1.0002
1.0001
1.0045
0.9998
1.0001
1.0002
1.0006
1.0003
1.0005
1.0003
0.1000
.1004
.1003
.1004
.1005
.1000
.1004
.1001
.1008
.1005
.1003
.1002
5850
5775
6200
5950
6000
5900
5960
4898
5893
5961
6223
6115
58296
57319
61802
59257
59434
59012
59357
48921
58427
59296
62(}13
61010
(c) Specimensfromexposuresiteat Ft. Greely,Alaska
Specimen Exposure Width Thickness, Failure Failure
number time,yr in. in. load,lb stress,psi
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
1.0005
1.0005
1.0004
1.0004
1.0003
1.0003
1.0005
1.0001
1.0004
1.0007
1.0020
1.0007
0.1000
.0999
.1005
.1002
.1003
.1004
.0990
.1004
.0999
.0990
.1004
.1003
5780
6200
6000
6100
6000
6200
5741
5593
5819
5620
5673
5789
57771
62031
59678
60854
59803
61734
57961
55 702
58 225
56 728
56 391
57676
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TableA10.TensionStrengthof PaintedKevlar-49/CE-306AfterEnvironmentalExposure
(a) Specimensfromexposuresiteat Hampton,Virginia
Specimen Exposure Width, Thickness, Failure Failure
number time,yr in. in. load,lb stress,psi
247F
248F
249F
250F
251F
252F
241F
242F
243F
244F
245F
246F
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
0.9915
.9908
.9891
.9848
.9923
.9961
.9960
.9864
.9870
.9944
.9938
.9733
0.0923
.0978
.0913
.0921
.0961
.0985
.0982
.0980
.0913
.0981
.0971
.0905
6080
6210
5550
5740
6170
6150
5942
5528
5937
5836
5902
5365
66437
64087
61459
63286
64702
62681
60752
57186
65884
59825
61162
60908
(b) Specimensfromexposuresiteat Toronto,Canada
Specimen Exposure Width, Thickness Failure Failure
number time,yr in. in. load,lb stress,psi
271F
272F
273F
274F
275F
276F
277F
278F
279F
280F
281F
282F
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
0.9964
.9942
.9934
.9946
.9993
.9989
.9842
.9866
.9780
.9867
.9937
.9884
0.0994
.1000
.1008
.0991
.0980
.0989
.0987
.0970
.0918
.0980
.0990
.0976
6050
6200
5775
6575
6100
6075
6095
6407
5643
6089
6298
5867
61085
62362
57672
66707
62288
61493
62744
66949
62853
62970
64019
60818
(c) Specimensfromexposuresiteat Ft. Greely,Alaska
Specimen Exposure
number time,yr
283F
284F
285F
286F
287F
288F
289F
290F
291F
292F
293F
294F
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
Width,
in.
0.9891
.9906
.9904
.9875
.9923
.9906
.9861
.9912
.9931
1.0061
.9896
.9923
Thickness,
in.
0.0962
.0982
.0995
.1014
.0990
.0979
.0901
.0966
.0864
.0977
.0974
.0989
Failure
load,lb
585O
6100
6300
6100
6400
6100
5922
5798
5208
5839
5889
6104
Failure
stress,psi
61481
62708
63930
60919
65148
62900
66653
60554
60697
59402
61097
62198
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TableAll. TensionStrengthof PaintedKevtar-49/LRF-277AfterEnvironmentalExposure
(a) Specimensfromexposuresiteat Hampton,Virginia
Specimen Exposure Width, Thickness, Failure Failure
number time,yr in. in. load,lb stress,psi
247B
248B
249B
250B
251B
252B
241B
242B
243B
244B
245B
246B
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
0.9852
.9908
.9815
.9904
1.0049
.9832
.9888
1.0007
.9836
.9927
.9829
.9828
0.0874
.O886
.0886
.0872
.0887
.0871
.0884
.0851
.0895
.0868
.0866
.0847
7710
7600
7610
7310
7880
7850
6250
7336
7231
7232
7112
7028
89 540
86575
87511
84 643
88406
91666
71 5O2
86144
82140
83931
83 553
84427
(b) Specimens from exposure site at Toronto, Canada
Specimen Exposure Width, Thickness, Failure Failure
number time, yr in. in. load, lb stress, psi
271B
272B
273B
274B
275B
276B
277B
278B
279B
280B
281B
282B
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
0.9948
.9878
.9785
.9914
.9948
.9886
.9975
1.0049
.9850
.9753
.9912
.9775
0.0877
.0878
.0862
.0876
.0884
.0885
.0874
.0897
.0854
.0875
.0880
.0852
8O75
7825
6950
7025
7350
8250
7185
7488
7526
7404
7310
7599
92 557
90 224
82 398
80 890
83 579
94 295
82 414
83O71
89 468
86 760
83806
91 243
(c) Specimens from exposure site at Ft. Greely, Alaska
Specimen Exposure Width, Thickness, Failure Failure
number time, yr in. in. load, lb stress, psi
283B
284B
285B
286B
287B
288B
289B
290B
291B
292B
293B
294B
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
0.9827
.9953
.9936
.9786
.9888
.9795
.9987
.9899
1.0049
.9986
.9886
.9995
0.0882
.0855
.0872
.0861
.0886
.0854
.0866
.0868
.0890
.0871
.0885
.0876
7100
6900
7600
7550
7850
7400
7358
7672
7440
7382
7693
7067
81916
81083
87717
89606
89604
88465
85 076
89289
83 188
84872
87929
80 714
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TableA12.TensionStrengthof PaintedT-300/E-788AfterEnvironmentalExposure
(a) Specimensfromexposuresiteat Hampton,Virginia
Specimen Exposure
number time,yr
415V 7
416V 7
417V 7
418V 7
419V 7
420V 7
409V 10
410V 10
411V 10
412V 10
413V 10
414V 10
Width,
in.
1.0028
.9997
.9993
.9997
.9997
1.0028
1.0039
1.0057
1.0028
1.0018
1.0043
1.0015
Thickness, Failure Failure
in. load,lb stress,psi
0.0692
.0690
.0694
.0701
.0687
.0701
.0708
.0729
.0715
.0687
.0711
.0695
9050
9370
8640
9940
9400
9000
9086
8939
9004
7526
9127
8977
130415
135838
124583
141840
136868
128030
127835
121925
125578
109352
127819
128972
(b) Specimensfromexposuresiteat Toronto,Canada
Specimen Exposure Width, Thickness, Failure Failure
number time,yr in. in. load,lb stress,psi
439V
440V
441V
442V
443V
444V
445V
446V
447V
448V
449V
450V
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
1.0042
1.0018
1.0058
1.0046
1.0088
1.0023
1.0043
1.0023
.9992
1.0007
1.0090
1.0010
0.0693
.0729
.0693
.0716
.0710
.0698
.0711
.0712
.0700
.0695
.0717
.0682
955O
9625
10 000
10400
9600
9450
9558
9 063
9 786
9 614
7839
9 292
137230
131 793
143468
144 586
134032
135076
133855
126997
139912
138234
108355
136 ll0
Specimen
number
451V
452V
453V
454V
455V
456V
457V
458V
459V
460V
461V
462V
(c) Specimens from exposure site at Ft. Greely, Alaska
Exposure
time, yr .
7
7
7
7
7
7
l0
10
10
10
10
10
Width, Thickness, Failure
in. in. load, lb
1.0000
1.0093
1.0060
.9996
1.0000
.9993
1.0020
.9992
1.0053
.9997
.9998
1.0090
0.0700
.0705
.0700
.0686
.0686
.0683
.0695
.0695
.0701
.0695
.0686
.0703
9510
8900
9400
9000
9200
9300
9327
8987
9054
9024
9350
8654
Failure
stress, psi
135 857
125078
133 485
131 248
134 111
136 259
133 934
129 413
128477
129881
136325
122 003
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Fort Greely, AK
Toronto,
Hampton, VA
Cameron, LA
Offshore oil platform
Fig, ure 1. Location of exposure racks.
Figure 2. Photograph of exposure rack.
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Test samples
for outliers
L
No Are data from same population? Yes
(k-sample Anderson-Darling test)
Are variances of [., ]
Investigatepopulations equal? sources
(equality-of-variance test) ] ] of variability
YesI /
Determine property values
by ANOVA method
l Test pooled datafor outliers
I Test for I YesWeibull distribution
]No
Yes
Test for ]normality
No
Test for tIognormality
I No
NonparametriCmethod]
Yes
I Weibull Imethod
I N°rmal Imethod
t Lognormalmethod
Figure 3. Flowchart of statistical procedure.
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Figure 4. Effect of exposure time and location
on residual compression strength of Kevlar-49/
F-185.
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Figure 5. Effect of exposure time and location
on residual compression strength of Kevlar-49/
LRF-277.
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Figure 6. Effect of exposure time and location
on residual compression strength of Kevlar-49/
CE-306.
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Figure 7. Effect of exposure time and location on
residual compression strength of T-300/E-788.
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igure 8. Effect of exposure time and location oll
residual SBS strength of Kevlar-49/F-185.
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Figure 9. Effect of exposure time and location on
residual SBS strength of Kevlar-49/LRF-277.
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gure 10. Effect of exposure time and location on
residual SBS strength of Kevlar-49/CE-306.
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Figure 11. Effect of exposure time and location oil
residual SBS strength of T-300/E-788.
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Figure 12. Effect of exposure time and location on
residual tension strength of Kevlar-49/F-185.
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Figure 13. Effect of exposure time and location
on residual tension strength of Kevlar-49/
LRF-277.
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Figure 14. Effect of exposure time and location on
residual tension strength of Kevlar-49/CE-306.
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Figure 15. Effect of exposure time and location on
residual tension strength of T-300/E-788.
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Figure 16. Moisture absorption of Kevlar-49/
F-185 composite material.
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Figure 17. Moisture absorption of Kevlar-49/
LRF-277 composite material.
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Figure 18. Moisture absorption of Kcvlar-49/
CE-306 composite material.
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Figure 19. Moisture absorption of T-300/E-788
composite material.
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As-fabricated specimen 1-yr exposure
3-yr exposure 5-yr exposure
7-yr exposure 10-yr exposure
Figure 20. Effects of outdoor exposure on unpainted Kevlar-49/F-185 composite material exposed at lIamt)ton,
Virginia (15 x magnification).
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As-fabricated specimen 1-yr exposure
I
3-yr exposure 5-yr exposure
7-yr exposure 10-yr exposure
Figure 21. Effects of outdoor exposure on unpainted Kevlar-_19/l.FtF-277 composite material ext)osed at
Hamt)ton, Virginia (15 × nlagnification).
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As-fabricated specimen 1-yr exposure
3-yr exposure 5-yrexposure
7-yr exposure 10-yr exposure
Figure 22. Effects of outdoor exposure on unpainted Kcvlar-49/CE-306 composite material exposcd at
Hampton, Virginia (15 × magnification).
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As-fabricated specimen 1-yr exposure
3-yr exposure 5-yr exposure
7-yr exposure 10-yr exposure
Figur(_ 23. Effects of outdoor exposure on unt)ainted T-300 graphite/E-788 _'t)oxy comt)osite material exposed
at Hampton, Virginia (15× magnification).
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Figure A1. Residual compression strength of Kevlar-49/F-185 epoxy specimens exposed at locations shown.
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Figure A2. Residual compression strength of Kevlar-49/CE-306 epoxy specimens exposed at locations shown.
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Figure A3. Residual compression strength of Kevlax-49/LRF-277 epoxy specimens exposed at locations shown.
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Figure A4. Residual compression strength of T-300 graphite/E-788 epoxy specimens exposed at locations
shown.
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Figure A5. Residual SBS strength of Kevlar-49/F-185 epoxy specimens exposed at locations shown.
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Figure A6. Residual SBS strength of Kevlar-49/CE-306 epoxy specimens exposed at locations shown.
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Figure A7. Residual SBS strength of Kevlar-49/LRF-277 epoxy specimens exposed at locations shown.
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Figure A8. Residual SBS strength of T-300 graphite/E-788 epoxy specimens exposed at locations shown.
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Figure A9. Residual tension strength of Kevlar-49/F-185 epoxy specimens exposed at locations shown.
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Figure A10. Residual tension strength of Kevlar-49/CE-306 epoxy specimens exposed at locations shown.
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Figure All. Residual tension strength of Kevlar-49/LRF-277 epoxy specimens exposed at locations shown.
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Figure AI2. Residual tension strength of T-300 graphite/E-788 epoxy specimens exposed at locations shown.
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